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ATAG ONE App and Portal
User Guide
These instructions are to inform you of the functions 
within the ATAG ONE app and ATAG ONE portal after 
the ONE controller has been fitted and set up.
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Control ATAG ONE on your smartphone and/or tablet. 
Download the FREE ATAG ONE app from the App  
or Play Store Search for ‘ATAG ONE’.

ATAG ONE
ATAG ONE App 

Control ATAG ONE via a web browser on 
your laptop or desktop PC!

https://portal.atag-one.com

ATAG ONE Controller Videos

ATAG ONE Portal

ATAG ONE thermostat 
connect with ONE app 
video. Use the QR code or 
search on YouTube.

ATAG ONE thermostat 
app explanation video. 
Use the QR code or search  
on YouTube.
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ONE controller display and icons

Basic Operation ATAG ONE Thermostat

Left arrow key
 › Lowering the value

 › Scrolling upwards

Centre key
 › Confirming a question or selection

Right arrow key
 › Increasing a value

 › Scrolling down

TIP: If the display is dark or dim it can be activated by touching one of the keys.

Default readout screen

Indication boiler in operation

Set (or required) temperature

Outside temperature (online or from outdoor sensor)

Selected function (in this case, according to Schedule)

Weather icon (only online)

Current room temperature
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ATAG ONE App
App Login Screen

Login to your account with your email and password and select the blue LOGIN. 

App Front Screen

Red circle to indicate boiler flame on

Current temperature

Target (or required) temperature

Right arrow: Increase the temperatureLeft arrow: Lower the set temperature

Selected function  
(in this case, Automatic, according to schedule)

Email address

Password
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ONE controller App settings
App Modes

From the front temperature screen select the menu at the top right.

Automatic: This mode is for the set times in the schedule to turn the 
boiler on and off

Vacation: You can use this mode to set date and times of when you 
are on vacation and set the house temperature down to the set vacation 
temperature throughout the set period.

Extend: When in automatic mode the extend feature is available to 
extend the next on period from 15 minutes up to 6 hours in 15 minute 
increments. The default setting is 1 hour.

Fireplace: The fire place mode can be set from 1 hour to 24 hours. 
When the mode is set on the ONE app a message comes on the app 
‘Fire place mode has been enabled. Please close the radiator valve’. 
The radiator valve in the same room as the ONE controller should be 
turned off when the Fireplace mode is active and re-open the radiator 
valve when fire place mode has finished or changed mode to manual or 
automatic.

Manual: In manual mode the ONE controller then becomes a room 
thermostat that will heat the house up to the target temperature 24/7 
and will not alter due to the time settings of the schedule. For on off time 
and temperatures you need it in automatic mode.
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Settings
General

Go to settings and select General.

Language

Within the General screen the first item is Language.





Within the Language screen there are 
five languages that can be selected: 
English, Netherlands (Dutch), French, 
Italian and German.

This is the language shown on the ONE 
controller.
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Time

Within the Time screen there is Time zone where the time zone of the ONE controller can be set, this should be set to London.

Set time on ONE: This enables the time to be set manually on the ONE controller.
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Information 

The information screen has the following information:

Manual: If a boiler serial number is known as found on the 
‘info’ screen then the user manual can be viewed within the 
app.

Support: Contact detail will be shown if the installer has left 
their details.

Diagnosis: This shows more details of status and readings on 
the boiler

Alias: This is the name given to the ONE controller

PN/SN: Unit product & Serial number

P-number: Boiler serial number

Boiler type: Boiler model

App version: Software version code

ONE version: Software version code



One
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Location

This screen shows the name of the ONE controller which can be changed and give it a name of your choice. Country, Postal code, City, Street, House 
number & House number suffix are to be entered or corrected for where the ONE controller is installed. If it does not have a post code then it will not 
know a location to use for the local weather station data over the Wi-Fi internet connection. 

Display brightness

Within the Display brightness screen the ONE controller scree brightness can be selected between 10 to 100%.

TX35 8AB

Barlow

Oaktree Close

One
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Central Heating

From the front temperature screen select the menu at the top right. Go to settings and select Central Heating.

Mode 

In the central heating screen, you can select mode, the choice for thermostat or Weather Dependent control comes up.

 › Thermostat: If selected the ONE controller will only take the temperatures from the ONE controller itself and it will not use the data for the 
outside temperature, either through postal code or an outside sensor if present. This mode will work similar to a traditional room thermostat.

 › Weather Dependent: If selected the ONE controller will use the data for the outside temperature, either through postal code or an outside sensor if 
present. This mode will make the boiler work due to the outside temperatures and can take less information from the internal temperature control.

Weather Dependent control is only available when there is an outside temperature, either through postal code via internet connection or outside 
sensor is present. 
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Weather Dependent regulation

The Weather Dependent regulation is a ‘control mode’, which means that if enabled, it replaces the default room temperature control. The various 
‘schedule modes’ (automatic, manual, extend, vacation) can be applied to both the room temperature control as with the Weather Dependent 
regulation, in the sense that the room temperature set-point, as used with the room temperature control mode is used as the virtual target 
temperature in Weather Dependent regulation. 

When implemented, the ‘fireplace mode’ will also count as a ‘control mode’ meaning that the various ‘schedule modes’ will be available in fireplace 
mode. It also means that either Weather Dependent regulation or fireplace mode can be enabled, but not both. Weather Dependent regulation can 
be activated if an outside temperature is available.

If Weather Dependent regulation is activated and no outside temperature is available, the ONE will throw an error and set the outside temperature to 
0°C. Weather Dependent regulation can be activated from the Settings menu on the ONE, App or Portal. If Weather Dependent regulation is enabled 
and Room temperature influence is set to ‘OFF’, an icon will be shown instead of the Room temperature on the main screen of the ONE, App and 
Portal. 

With Weather Dependent regulation enabled, the boiler heats up the central heating based on the schedule set 
through the App or Portal if Automatic mode is activated.

With Weather Dependent regulation enabled, a temperature period in the schedule can be set to ‘Off’ at 
which no heating request will be sent to the boiler. With Weather Dependent regulation enabled, the schedule 
temperature range remains the same as with Weather Dependent regulation disabled.

Through the ONE, Portal or App: 

 › Building size can be set to Small, Medium or Large. Default is Medium. 

 › Insulation level can be set to Poor, Average or Good. Default is Average. 

 › Heating type can be set to: Floor heating only, Radiators, Combination of radiators and underfloor heating, Convection, Air heating. Default is 
Radiators. In case the ‘Heating type’ is set to ‘Combination of radiators and floor heating’, the user needs to choose between ‘Underfloor heating 
is the main heating’ or ‘Underfloor heating is extra heating. 

The ‘Building size’, ‘Insulation level’ and ‘Heating type’ parameters can be set by the Installer during installation or by the User through Settings on 
the ONE, App or Portal.

Weather Dependent regulation icon
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Within the regulation set-up you can select what heating type is used, insulation levels of the property and building size of property. It uses all of 
these to calculate and control the heating system when in Weather Dependent mode.

If not in Weather Dependent mode and in Thermostat mode then these settings below are ignored.  

Regulation Set-up

Heating type: Select the 
suitable heating type in the 
property.

 › Air heating

 › Convector

 › Radiator (default)

 › Radiator + underfloor

 › Underfloor

 › Underfloor + radiator

Insulation level: Select the 
suitable insulation level in the 
property.

 › Poor

 › Average (default)

 › Good

Building size: Select the 
suitable description of the 
property.

 › Small

 › Medium (default)

 › Large

Insulation level

Insulation level
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Room influence

Room temperature influence on the calculated water temperature.

Room temperature influence serves as a correction method to the heat 
request generated by the Weather Dependent regulation.

By using the room temperature as input, a user is able to correct the 
result of the heat request on a scale from less to full influence. An 
example of an application for this correction method is in the case of a 
glass wall as part of a room. The glass wall is naturally heated by the 
sun and therefore less heat from the boiler is required. Since Weather 
Dependent regulation uses only the outside temperature as a parameter, 
Room temperature influence is able to correct this based on the 
measured temperature of the room.

Room temperature influence can be enabled or disabled from the ONE 
App or Portal. Room temperature influence can be set to ‘off’, ‘less’, 
‘medium, ‘more’ influence or ‘room control’. Default is ‘off’.

If ‘room control’ is chosen, the ONE will not request any heat from the 
boiler if the room temperature is equal or higher to the set Weather 
Dependent regulation set-point temperature plus 0.5 degrees Celsius. 

The heat request needs to be enabled again if the room temperature 
drops to the Weather Dependent regulation set-point or lower.

If Room temperature influence is set to less, medium or more, a new 
set-point will be calculated based on the deviation of the actual and 
requested room temperature: The requested room temperature for 
Weather Dependent regulation = set requested room temperature  
+ (N x (set requested room temperature – measured room temperature)), 
where N is equal to:

0.5 for less influence

1.25 for medium influence 

3 for more influence

If Weather Dependent regulation is enabled and Room temperature 
influence is not set to ‘Off’, an icon will be displayed on the main screen 
of the ONE, App and Portal indicating that Weather Dependent regulation 
is enabled, the measured room temperature is displayed and the set-
point is displayed.

Room temperature influence settings
This is the influence of the room temperature on the calculated 
water temperature.  

 › Off: Full Weather Dependent control no influence from a 
room sensor what so ever 

 › Less: A little influence of the room sensor in ONE controller, 
so when it reaches the theoretical room temperature the 
produced water temperature will be a little lower. 

 › Medium: Some more influence of the room temperature on 
the calculated water temperature, so the produced water 
temperature will lower

 › More: A lot of influence of the room temperature on the 
calculated water temperature so the water temperature is 
calculated back to a level that will only maintain the room 
temperature to a constant

 › Room control: The room sensor is leading for switching off 
the boiler and the Weather Dependent control is in the back 
ground, the water temperature is produced according to 
the internally set heating line. When room temperature is 
reached boiler goes off. 



Insulation level
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The ONE app front screen in Thermostat or Weather Dependent modes
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Temperature shift

Temperature shift:  This is an offset of the calculated water flow 
temperature. If the calculation is 47°C and you set this one to +3, 
then the temperature will be 50°C (maximum ±10)

Summer Eco mode

If you have selected Weather Dependent control from the central 
heating menu, then the summer eco section on the Weather 
Dependent menu becomes active.

Summer-eco mode: On or Off 

Summer-eco temperature: A user can enable or disable 
‘Summer eco mode’ through Settings of the ONE, App or 
Portal. A user can set the ‘Summer eco mode’ temperature. 
The ‘Summer eco mode temperature is set by default to 25°C.
The temperature range to which the ‘Summer eco mode’ 
temperature can be set is equal to the range of the room 
temperature set-point.

If ‘Summer eco mode’ is enabled, the boiler will stop heating 
if the calculated and averaged outside temperature is greater 
than the set ‘Summer eco mode’ temperature (in 0.5 degrees 
Celsius). This is based on the average outside temperature, 
the building size and the insulation level of the building, which 
are all taken into account.

In case ‘Summer eco mode’ is enabled and the boiler has 
stopped heating because the averaged outside temperature 
is greater than the set ‘Summer eco mode’ temperature, the 
boiler will start heating again when the averaged outside 
temperature is 1 degrees celsius below the set ‘Summer eco 
mode’ temperature (to prevent irregular boiler behaviour). The 
Summer eco mode is only available in Weather Dependent 
regulation mode.

Insulation level Insulation level

Insulation level Insulation level
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Frost protection

Frost protection:  (This setting can only be enabled while operating mode is Weather Dependent and is set to ‘Off’ by default)

A user can set a threshold temperature for the outside frost protection ranging from – 10°C up to and including 5°C. If, during an ‘OFF’ period in the 
schedule, frost protection is enabled for outside temperature, and the averaged outside temperature is below the set threshold temperature for the 
outside temperature frost protection, then a CH set-point will be sent to the boiler for a virtual target temperature of 4°C. The calculation of the CH 
set-point for a given virtual target temperature is specified by the calculation tool for the Weather Dependent control.

Frost protection can be enabled or disabled by the user for the measured room temperature. Disabled by default.

A user can set a threshold temperature for the room frost protection ranging from 4°C up to and including 10°C. If frost protection is enabled for room 
temperature, and the room temperature is below the set threshold temperature for the room temperature frost protection, the thermostat uses the 
room temperature control with a temperature setting equal to the room temperature frost protection threshold + 0.5°C. The thermostat switches back 
to Weather Dependent regulation when the measured temperature is at least 1°C higher than the set room temperature frost protection threshold. 
Frost protection is only available in Weather Dependent regulation mode. (Inside temperature frost protection is arranged by the 4°C limit on set 
point).

 › Inside: Based on room temperature from ONE controller

 › Outside: Based on outside temperature from postal code 
or outside sensor

 › Inside and outside: Either based on outside temperature 
or inside temperature. 

 › Off: Temperatures from the ONE or outside sensor not 
used (boiler frost protection still works from the primary 
temperature sensor in the boiler).



Insulation level
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Frost protection room & system

Room frost protection: This is the minimum room temperature the controller will allow and it will maintain this room temperature to protect the 
room from frost damage and pump starts running (Range  4°C to 10°C).

System frost protection: At this outside temperature the controller will ask for heat according to an outside temperature of 0 degrees and 
equally important the pump starts running (Range -10°C to 5°C).

Base temperature

Base temperature: This is the setback / off temperature that it will go down to. If the room temperature goes below this, then the heating will come 
on until it reaches that set temperature. (Factory set 15°C. Range Min 4.0°C to 27°C)

If the temperature is set lower than 15°C it takes longer to get the room up to temperature and therefore will use more gas.

Insulation level
Insulation level Insulation level
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Vacation temperature

Vacation temperature: This is the setback temperature that it will go down to when the ONE controller is set to vacation mode.  
If the room temperature goes below this whilst in vacation mode, then the heating will come on until it reaches that set temperature.  
(Factory set 12°C. Range Min 4.0°C - 27°C)

Outside temperature correction

This is to correct the outside temperature figure where it is out of calibration. 

Example, if the reading is 10°C, but another temperature measuring device indicates 12°C, then you can input +2°C as the correction temperature to 
make it 12°C. (Factory set 0.0°C. Range -5°C to +5°C)
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Inside temperature correction

This is to correct the inside temperature figure where it is out 
of calibration. 

Example, if the reading is 23°C, but another temperature 
measuring device indicates 20°C, then you can input -3°C 
as the correction temperature to make it 20°C. (Factory set 
0.0°C. Range -5°C to +5°C)

Max preheat

What is meant by preheat? 

In the ONE you can put in a time schedule by using a smartphone or tablet (android or iOS).  The preheat takes care of the fact that the room 
temperature set-point is reached for the selected time schedule. It does this in the most efficient way, so it will take a while before the temperature is 
reached because the ONE will try and do this with a low as possible flow water temperature. 

In short; the max preheat is the number of hours you allow the boiler to start heating up the property to the room temperature set-point before the 
selected time of the scheduled program.

The preheat function will calculate from the past 10 days on when the boiler needs to start. From initial installation it needs 10 days to learn the 
suitable heating up time. After the initial 10 days it is a rolling 10 day calculation.

Max Preheat Settings

 › Off = Boiler starts at the beginning of the timed schedule 
setting

 › 1 = Boiler starts a maximum of 1 hour before the timed 
schedule setting and will calculate the lowest flow water 
temperature to achieve the room temperature set-point 
within the set time limit

 › 2 = Boiler starts a maximum of 2 hours before the timed 
schedule setting and will calculate the lowest flow water 
temperature to achieve the room temperature set-point 
within the set time limit

 › 3 =  Boiler starts a maximum of 3 hours before the timed 
schedule setting and will calculate the lowest flow water 
temperature to achieve the room temperature set-point 
within the set time limit 

 › Automatic = As described above for all 1 – 3, it will 
calculate the lowest flow water temperature to achieve 
the room temperature set-point, but without a set time 
limit. This could be a very low flow water temperature for 
a longer amount of time. 
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Hot Water
From the front temperature screen select the menu at the top right

Go to settings and select Hot Water.

Hot Water Base temperature

Combi Boiler

The Hot Water Base Temperature is the set temperature for the hot water.

Combi boiler: The set base temperature range is between 40°C and 65°C. This sets the temperature of the hot water that comes out of the boiler.

 

40,0 40,0
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Combi Boiler Schedule

From the Hot Water screen select the Schedule menu to show the week’s schedule. From that screen a day can be selected to show the 
individual days schedule. From here the combi boiler can be scheduled to switch between COMFORT or ECO mode.   

Note: This function works in the selected mode of manual or automatic. 

In case ‘Vacation mode is activated the DHW mode will be set to ‘Eco’ for the duration of the ‘Vacation mode. The schedule will be stored as 
ECO and 1 for COMFORT, default schedule is ECO 24/7.

System boiler (with ATAG 3-port valve kit)

The Hot Water Base Temperature is the lowest set temperature for the hot water.

System Boiler (with ATAG 3-port valve kit): The set base 
temperature range is between 40°C and 65°C, which is the lowest 
temperature that hot cylinder sensor will allow the water in the 
cylinder to go down to. If the cylinder goes down below this base 
temperature during the setback period of the hot water schedule it 
will heat the water back up to this base temperature selected value.



40,0
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Legionella protection (System boiler with ATAG 3-port valve kit)

Legionella protection is only available if a system boiler has a hot water cylinder and an ATAG 3-port valve kit. In order to provide protection for 
Legionella, the boiler’s hot water cylinder needs to be heated for a period of 1 hour at 65°C per week. A setting is available in order to define the 
Legionella protection in terms of: Enabled/Disabled (default Enabled) - Weekday (default Sunday) - Start time (default 3:15 AM).

The Legionella protection period is not visually displayed in the DHW week schedule (on the Portal or App).

System Boiler Schedule

From the Hot Water screen select the Schedule menu to show the week’s schedule. From that screen a day can be selected to show the individual 
days schedule. From here the system boiler (with ATAG 3-port valve kit) can be scheduled to store hot water in the cylinder at a high set temperature 
or lower temperature all the way down to the lowest set base temperature.

If the base temperature is set too high for long periods the boiler will switch on and keep heating the cylinder up to the higher than required base set 
temperature value. This may keep the central heating held off until the hot water is satisfied.
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 CH Schedule
From the front temperature screen select the menu at the top right. Select schedule to see the central heating schedule.

From the weeks view of the central heating schedule screen a day can be selected to show the individual days schedule. From here the central 
heating scheduled can be set up with time and temperature set point for the day.

Select the round circle of each setting, up and down to change the temperature and left and right to change the time setting.

Additional time and temperature setting can be added by moving the plus symbol up into the main part of the screen. To remove a time and 
temperature setting move it down to the plus symbol where it will disappear.

There can be up to six time & temperature settings in one day.

Copy schedule day

A days schedule can be copied to another day to make it easier to 
repeat a schedule to another day.

Slide the arrow on the right hand side of a day to the left to show 
copy. Select copy and select which day(s) to copy the schedule to. 
Then press SAVE.
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 Notifications
From the front temperature screen select the menu at the top right. Select Notification to see the notification screen.

On the notification screen the list of past 
notification will be displayed.

Selecting one of the notifications will 
bring up the message screen with the 
notification description.

Notifications will also be notified by a 
message indication number on the front  
of the app icon.

Notification Screen Shots
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ATAG ONE Portal 
ATAG Portal Login Screen
Login to your account with your email and password.

https://portal.atag-one.com

On the front screen of the portal the display of the controller temperatures and function mode. On the front screen there are tabs across the top of 
the screen to view other sections of the portal. These sections are Control, Settings, Account and Help.
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Control Tab

The control screen will display the current room temperature (big centre number) and the target temperature below. The set temperature can be 
increased or decreased by the blue left or red right arrows.

At the bottom of the screen the mode in which the controller is in is displayed.

The arrow to the left of the status mode can be used to change the mode of the controller.

Automatic

The automatic mode is displayed by the calendar icon at the bottom of the screen with the next 
time target and temperature for that setting beside it.
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Extend

Whilst in the automatic mode the extra feature of ‘Extend’ becomes available which will extend the next ‘on’ period from 15 minutes up 
to 6 hours in 15 minute increments. The default setting is 1 hour.

This is to extend the next on period by the number of hours selected. Example, heating is set to 20°C from 5.00pm until 9.00pm where 
it then goes back to the setback temperature of 15°C. If an extended period of 2 hours is selected then the heating will stay set to 20°C 
until 11.00pm. 

Vacation

On the vacation screen you can set the vacation departure & arrival date and time, which will keep the temperature down to the 
vacation set temperature throughout the set period
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Fireplace mode

A user can activate Fireplace mode by selecting it as a mode on the ONE, App or Portal and setting the duration in terms of hours (default 
3 hours). The fireplace mode can be set from 1 hour to 24 hours

      

•	 Fireplace mode icon is displayed as part of the mode selection.

•	 Fireplace mode cannot be activated if no outside temperature is available.

•	 Fireplace mode icon is not visible (or greyed out on the App and Portal) if Weather Dependent regulation is activated.

•	 Fireplace mode can be activated if Weather Dependent regulation is not enabled.

When Fireplace mode is activated, the user is notified to close any radiator valves in the room. A notification is shown on the device used 
to set the mode (e.g. Portal, App or ONE). When Fireplace mode ends, the user is notified to open any radiator valves in the room.  
A notification is shown on the ONE Controller, which the customer has to acknowledge.
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If Fireplace mode is enabled, the device uses Weather Dependent regulation without Room temperature influence to determine the appropriate 
boiler temperature. Parameters used for the Weather Dependent regulation are based on the house information (building size, insulation level and 
heating type) or default values if not filled in by the user.

Manual 

In manual mode the ONE controller then becomes a room thermostat that will heat the house up to the target temperature 24/7 and will 
not alter due to the time settings of the schedule. For on off time and temperatures you need it in automatic mode.
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Settings Tab
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Schedule
When you look at the schedule screen it displays two option to see Central Heating or Domestic Hot Water schedules, which can be selected at the 
top of the schedule chart.

Selecting a day enables that days’ time and temperature to be changed.

Select the round circle of each setting up and down to change the temperature and left and right to change the time setting.

Additional time and temperature setting can be added by moving the plus symbol up into the main part of the screen. To remove a time and 
temperature setting move it down to the plus symbol where it will disappear.

There can be up to six time & temperature settings in one day.
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Domestic hot water schedule

Combi Boiler

When connected to a combi boiler it will show scheduled times to switch between COMFORT (pre heat domestic hot water) or ECO mode (heat water 
when hot tap is opened)

In case ‘Vacation mode is activated the DHW mode will be set to ‘Eco’ for the duration of the ‘Vacation mode. The schedule will be stored as ECO and 
1 for COMFORT, default schedule is ECO 24/7.

System Boiler

System boiler (with ATAG 3-port valve kit) can be scheduled to store hot water in the cylinder at a high set temperature or lower temperature all the 
way down to the lowest set base temperature.

If the base temperature is set too high for long periods the boiler will switch on and keep heating the cylinder up to the higher than required base set 
temperature value. This may keep the central heating held off until the hot water is satisfied.

Copy and delete

The schedule for one day can be copied to another day or a selection of days by selecting the blue copy at the end of the day you want to copy.

To delete the time and temperature setting for a day you select the red delete at the end of the selected day.
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Logging
On the logging screen a graph is shown of an operating boiler for the past 48 hours.

The graph has a line for each of the 
following

 › Room temperature

 › Outside temperature

 › Hot water temperature

 › Boiler heating for hot water

 › Room set point

 › Central heating temperature

 › Boiler heating for central heating

 › Central heating water pressure

Clicking on the name of each line 
description will take off or put on that 
specific line on the graph.

If you select any point on the graph an 
information tag pops up and give you 
information about that point on the graph. 

Example left – Central heating temperature 
@ 18:00 it was an average of 21.5°C.
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Regulation
Within the regulation screen there are sections of information and setting that can be changed.

The sections are:

 › Central Heating

 › Hot water

 › Location

Central Heating

Operating mode: In operating mode you can select a mode, the choice for thermostat or Weather Dependent control comes up.

Weather Dependent: if selected the ONE controller will use the 
data for the outside temperature, either through postal code or an 
outside sensor if present. This mode will make the boiler work due to 
the outside temperatures and can take less information from the internal 
temperature control. 

Weather Dependent control is only available when there is an outside 
temperature, either through postal code via internet connection or 
outside sensor is present. 

Thermostat: if selected the ONE controller will only take the 
temperatures from the ONE controller itself and it will not use the data 
for the outside temperature, either through postal code or an outside 
sensor if present. This mode will work similar to a traditional room 
thermostat.

Insulation level Insulation level
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Weather Dependent regulation

The Weather Dependent regulation is a ‘control mode’, which means that if enabled, it replaces the default room temperature control. The various 
‘schedule modes’ (automatic, manual, extend, vacation) can be applied to both the room temperature control as with the Weather Dependent 
regulation, in the sense that the room temperature set-point, as used with the room temperature control mode is used as the virtual target 
temperature in Weather Dependent regulation. 

When implemented, the ‘fireplace mode’ will also count as a ‘control mode’ meaning that the various ‘schedule modes’ will be available in fireplace 
mode. It also means that either Weather Dependent regulation or fireplace mode can be enabled, but not both. Weather Dependent regulation can 
be activated if an outside temperature is available.

If Weather Dependent regulation is activated and no outside temperature is available, the ONE will throw an error and set 
the outside temperature to 0°C. Weather Dependent regulation can be activated from the Settings menu on the ONE, App 
or Portal. If Weather Dependent regulation is enabled and Room temperature influence is set to ‘OFF’, an icon will be shown 
instead of the Room temperature on the main screen of the ONE, App and Portal.

With Weather Dependent regulation enabled, the boiler heats up the central heating based on the schedule set through the App or Portal if Automatic 
mode is activated.

With Weather Dependent regulation enabled, a temperature period in the schedule can be set to ‘Off’ at which no heating request will be sent to 
the boiler. With Weather Dependent regulation enabled, the schedule temperature range remains the same as with Weather Dependent regulation 
disabled.

Through the ONE, Portal or App: 

 › Building size can be set to Small, Medium or Large. Default is Medium. 

 › Insulation level can be set to Poor, Average or Good. Default is Average. 

 › Heating type can be set to: Floor heating only, Radiators, Combination of radiators and underfloor heating, Convection, Air heating. Default is 
Radiators. In case the ‘Heating type’ is set to ‘Combination of radiators and floor heating’, the user needs to choose between ‘Underfloor heating 
is the main heating’ or ‘Underfloor heating is extra heating. 

The ‘Building size’, ‘Insulation level’ and ‘Heating type’ parameters can be set by the Installer during installation or by the User through Settings on 
the ONE, App or Portal.

Weather Dependent regulation icon

Insulation level

Heating type  
Select the suitable heating type in the property. Default is Radiator.

 › Air heating
 › Convector
 › Radiator (default)
 › Radiator + underfloor 

(The user needs to choose between ‘Underfloor heating is main 
heating’ or ‘Underfloor heating is extra heating.)

 › Underfloor
 › Underfloor + radiator 

Insulation level  
Select the suitable insulation level in the property. Default is Average.

 › Poor
 › Average (default)
 › Good 

Building size  
Select the suitable description of the property. Default is Medium.

 › Small
 › Medium (default)
 › Large 
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Temperature influence: This is the influence of the room 
temperature on the calculated water temperature.  

Room temperature influence serves as a correction method to the heat 
request generated by the Weather Dependent regulation.

By using the room temperature as input, a user is able to correct the 
result of the heat request on a scale from less to full influence. An 
example of an application for this correction method is in the case of a 
glass wall as part of a room. The glass wall is naturally heated by the 
sun and therefore less heat from the boiler is required. Since Weather 
Dependent regulation uses only the outside temperature as a parameter, 
Room temperature influence is able to correct this based on the 
measured temperature of the room.

Room temperature influence can be enabled or disabled from the ONE, 
App or Portal. Room temperature influence can be set to ‘off’, ‘less’, 
‘medium, ‘more’ influence or ‘room control’. Default is ‘off’.

If ‘room control’ is chosen, the ONE will not request any heat from the 
boiler if the room temperature is equal or higher to the set Weather 
Dependent regulation set-point temperature plus 0.5 degrees Celsius. 
The heat request needs to be enabled again if the room temperature 
drops to the Weather Dependent regulation set-point or lower.

If Room temperature influence is set to less, medium or more, a new 
set-point will be calculated based on the deviation of the actual and 
requested room temperature: The requested room temperature for 
Weather Dependent regulation = set requested room temperature  
+ (N x (set requested room temperature – measured room temperature)), 
where N is equal to:

0.5 for less influence

1.25 for medium influence 

3 for more influence

If Weather Dependent regulation is enabled and Room temperature 
influence is not set to ‘Off’, an icon will be displayed on the main screen 
of the ONE, App and Portal indicating that Weather Dependent regulation 
is enabled, the measured room temperature is displayed and the set-
point is displayed.

 › Off: Full Weather Dependent control no influence from a room 
sensor what so ever.

 › Less: A little influence of the room sensor in ONE controller, so 
when it reaches the theoretical room temperature the produced 
water temperature will be a little lower. 

 › Medium: Some more influence of the room temperature on the 
calculated water temperature, so the produced water temperature 
will lower.

 › More: A lot of influence of the room temperature on the calculated 
water temperature so the water temperature is calculated back to a 
level that will only maintain the room temperature to a constant.

 › Room control: The room sensor is leading for switching off the 
boiler and the Weather Dependent control is in the background, 
the water temperature is produced according to the internally set 
heating line. When room temperature is reached boiler goes off. 

Insulation level
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Climate zone: The climate zone should be set to -12°C

Temperature correction: This is an offset of the calculated water 
temperature, if the calculation is 47°C and you set this one to +3, then the 
temperature will be 50°C (maximum ± 10)

Summer Eco Mode: This can be selected to be on or off by the blue 
circle icon.

Summer-eco temperature: A user can enable or disable ‘Summer 
eco mode' through Settings of the ONE, App or Portal. A user can set the 
‘Summer eco mode’ temperature. The ‘Summer eco mode temperature 
is set by default to 25°C.The temperature range to which the ‘Summer 
eco mode’ temperature can be set is equal to the range of the room 
temperature set-point.

If ‘Summer eco mode’ is enabled, the boiler will stop heating if the 
calculated and averaged outside temperature is greater than the set 
‘Summer eco mode’ temperature (in 0.5 degrees Celsius). This is based on 
the average outside temperature, the building size and the insulation level 
of the building, which are all taken into account.

In case ‘Summer eco mode’ is enabled and the boiler has stopped heating 
because the averaged outside temperature is greater than the set ‘Summer 
eco mode’ temperature, the boiler will start heating again when the 
averaged outside temperature is 1 degrees Celsius below the set ‘Summer 
eco mode’ temperature (to prevent irregular boiler behaviour). The Summer 
eco mode is only available in Weather Dependent regulation mode.

Insulation levelInsulation level

Frost protection: (This setting can only be enabled while operating 
mode is Weather Dependent)

 › Inside: Based on room temperature from ONE controller Outside: 
Based on outside temperature from postal code or outside sensor

 › Inside and outside: Either based on outside temperature or inside 
temperature.

 › Off: Temperatures from the ONE or outside sensor not used (boiler 
frost protection still works from the primary temperature sensor in 
boiler).

Frost protection temperature inside: This is the minimum 
room temperature the controller will allow and it will maintain this room 
temperature to protect the room from frost damage and pump starts 
running (Range 4° to 10°C).

Frost protection temperature outside: At this outside 
temperature the controller will ask for heat according to an outside 
temperature of 0 degrees and equally important the pump starts running 
(Range -10° to 5°C).

A user can set a threshold temperature for the outside frost protection 
ranging from – 10°C up to and including 5°C. If, during an ‘OFF’ period 
in the schedule, frost protection is enabled for outside temperature, 
and the averaged outside temperature is below the set threshold 
temperature for the outside temperature frost protection, then a CH set-
point will be sent to the boiler for a virtual target temperature of 4°C. The 
calculation of the CH set-point for a given virtual target temperature is 
specified by the calculation tool for the Weather Dependent control.

Frost protection can be enabled or disabled by the user for the 
measured room temperature. Disabled by default.

A user can set a threshold temperature for the room frost protection 
ranging from 4°C up to and including 10°C. If frost protection is enabled 
for room temperature, and the room temperature is below the set 
threshold temperature for the room temperature frost protection, the 
thermostat uses the room temperature control with a temperature 
setting equal to the room temperature frost protection threshold + 
0.5°C. The thermostat switches back to Weather Dependent regulation 
when the measured temperature is at least 1°C higher than the set room 
temperature frost protection threshold. Frost protection is only available 
in Weather Dependent regulation mode. (Inside temperature frost 
protection is arranged by the 4°C limit on set point)
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Maximum preheat time

In the ONE you can put in a time schedule by using a smartphone or tablet (android or iOS). 

The preheat takes care of the fact that the room temperature set-point is reached for the selected time schedule.

It does this in the most efficient way, so it will take a while before the temperature is reached because the ONE will try and do this with a low as 
possible flow water temperature. 

In short; the max preheat is the number of hours you allow the boiler to start heating up the property to the room temperature set-point before the 
selected time of the scheduled program.

Max preheat settings

 › Off = Boiler starts at the beginning of the timed schedule setting

 › 1 = Boiler starts a maximum of 1 hour before the timed schedule setting and will calculate the lowest flow water temperature to achieve the room 
temperature set-point within the set time limit

 › 2 = Boiler starts a maximum of 2 hours before the timed schedule setting and will calculate the lowest flow water temperature to achieve the 
room temperature set-point within the set time limit

 › 3 =  Boiler starts a maximum of 3 hours before the timed schedule setting and will calculate the lowest flow water temperature to achieve the 
room temperature set-point within the set time limit 

 › Automatic = As described above for all 1 – 3, it will calculate the lowest flow water temperature to achieve the room temperature set-point, but 
without a set time limit. This could be a very low flow water temperature for a longer amount of time. 

The preheat function will calculate from the past 10 days on when the boiler needs to start. From initial installation it needs 10 days to learn the 
suitable heating up time. After the initial 10 days it is a rolling 10 day calculation.

Base temperature (central heating schedule): This is the set back / off temperature that it will go down to. If the room temperature goes 
below this, then the boiler heating will come on until it reaches that set temperature. (Factory set 15°C. Range Min 4.0°C - 27°C)

If the temperature is set lower than 15°C it takes longer to get the room up to temperature and therefore will use more gas.

Vacation mode temperature: This is the setback temperature that it will go down to when the ONE controller is set to vacation mode. If the 
room temperature goes below this whilst in vacation mode, then the boiler heating will come on until it reaches that set temperature. (Factory set 
12°C. Range Min 4.0°C - 27°C)

Mode vacation duration: This is number of days it defaults to in the vacation mode on the control screen.

Mode extend duration: This is number of hours it defaults to in the extend mode on the control screen.

Time zone: This is the time zone where the ONE controller is installed. This should be set to LONDON
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Hot Water 

Base temperature domestic hot water schedule (Default value): The Hot Water Base Temperature is the set temperature for the hot 
water.

Combi boiler: The set base temperature range is between 40°C and 65°C. This sets the temperature of the hot water that comes out of the boiler.

System Boiler (with ATAG 3-port valve kit): The set base temperature range is between 40°C and 65°C, which is the lowest temperature 
that hot cylinder sensor will allow the water in the cylinder to go down to. If the cylinder goes down below this base temperature during the setback 
period of the hot water schedule it will heat the water back up to this base temperature selected value.

Legionella protection: Legionella protection is only available if a system boiler has a hot water cylinder and an ATAG 3-port valve kit). In order to 
provide protection for Legionella, the boiler’s hot water cylinder needs to be heated for a period of 1 hour at 65°C per week.

This can be selected to be on or off by the blue circle icon.

A setting is available in order to define the Legionella protection in terms of: Enabled/Disabled (default Enabled) - Weekday (default Sunday) - Start 
time (default 3:15 AM).

The Legionella protection period is not visually displayed in the DHW week schedule (on the Portal or App).

Location

The location section gives the ONE controller information of what type of property, system and location, which it uses to calculate and control the 
heating system when in Weather Dependent mode. If not in Weather Dependent mode and in Thermostat mode then these settings below are 
ignored.

TX35 8AB

Barlow

Oaktree Close

40.0
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Devices

Account Tab

Device alias: This is the name given to the ONE 
controller. This can be changed and you can rename 
the controller. 

Language: this changes the language that is 
displayed on the ONE controller screen.

Device identifier: Unit product & serial number.

P-number: Boiler serial number.

Boiler type: Boiler model.

ONE version: Software version code.
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User Information

TX35 8AB

Barlow

Oaktree Close

Within my account holds the homeowner details:

 › First Name
 › Last Name
 › Email
 › Portal language
 › Country
 › Postal Code
 › City
 › Street
 › House name or number
 › House number prefix
 › Telephone number 

Installer

If the installer has left his details on the ONE controller 
then the installer detail will be shown on this part of 
the portal.

John

 Smith

j.smith@homeowner.com

 07700 900000
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Help Tab

Support Contact

If an installer has left their details on the ONE controller, then it will display their details when contact is selected on the Help tab.
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Notifications

This shows the history of notifications of the controller.

Miscellaneous

Wi-Fi Communication

The Wi-Fi has to be on in the house to communicate with the ONE controller via the app or portal when away from the property. A Wi-Fi connection to 
the internet is also needed to update the software.

If the ONE controller cannot link to the internet to get the local weather station weather details that it uses to work out the weather compensations 
requirements, then an outside sensor has to be used to gain this information. 

If there is no Wi-Fi working in the property, then there is a way to connect to the ONE controller, but only when you are in range of the ONE 
controllers Wi-Fi itself (skip login).  

Skip Login

‘Skip Login’ on the app login screen, will connect to any ONE controller that you are near to, without being a customer / user for that ONE controller, 
but only whilst you are within the area of the Wi-Fi signal of the ONE controller itself. As soon as you go out of range it disconnects and you have to 
reconnect every time.

Without a property Wi-Fi, the controller can use the manual setting of the controller or use the schedule. There is a default setting for the schedule. 

•	 Go to settings on the ONE controller and select Wi-Fi configuration. (the ONE controller sends out its own Wi-Fi connection signal)

•	 Select ‘Skip Login’ from the front login screen of the app.

•	 Press SEARCH to find you ONE

•	 The ONE identification number comes up and you select the number and connect. (it may take a couple of times to do it)

The app works the same way as if it was through a Wi-Fi of a property, but it is a direct link to the unit. 

Don’t forget once it is out of range of the Wi-Fi of the ONE controller it will disconnect and you have to go through the Skip Login process and Wi-Fi 
configuration every time to reconnect.

Learning 

The ONE controller will learn over first ten days after install on how the system and property are performing. It will monitor and learn how the 
property heats up and how much the heat loss is affecting the temperatures in the property. It will then continually learn and monitor how it is 
performing over a rolling ten days to make the comfort levels required for the individual property. 
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Summer Eco
Disabled
Enabled

Summer Eco Temperature
Set temperature

Room Temperature Influence
Off
Less
Medium
More
Room control

Climate zone 
Set temperature

FROST PROTECTION

Quick set-up Weather Dependent
has been completed

Inside & 
Outside FP 

Set degrees

Inside FP 
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Outside FP 
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INSIDEOUTSIDEOFF

Heating Type
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Medium
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Temperature Shift
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> From previous page
Control Mode Selected 
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Please refer to the contents page to find the corresponding explanation of a screen item of the ONE controller.
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www.atagheating.co.uk 
 
Operations Address:  
ATAG Heating Technology Ltd 
1 Masterton Park
South Castle Drive
Dunfermline
KY11 8NX 

T: 0800 254 5061

All descriptions and illustrations provided in this booklet have been carefully prepared but we reserve the right to make changes and improvements 
in our products which may affect the accuracy of the information contained in this booklet.
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